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gigaaa AI Personal Assistant gives voice control to smart homes
Luxembourg - gigaaa, the new multilingual AI Personal Assistant, unveils its newest solutions for
smart home systems and customer service, devices like watches, mirrors or loudspeakers, websites
or mobile apps at imm cologne 2020, taking place on 13.-19. January 2020. From helping with
everyday tasks to creating a better home environment, the products being introduced are all about
using the latest technology to make one’s life easier through simple voice commands. With gigaaa
Inside, gigaaa grants people access to smart home automation and a wide range of digital services
through voice. At imm cologne, gigaaa presents smart mirrors, smart loudspeakers, and smart
watches with gigaaa Inside.
In Let's be smart - Smart Village at imm cologne, gigaaa for the first time introduces its Plug-in
solution which integrates conversational AI to websites and mobile applications, allowing
businesses to create custom voice services for their target audience through various no-code tools
with gigaaa Developer Console.
“It has never been easier to build voice services like with gigaaa Developer Console. Within minutes
you can add a voice assistant to your website or mobile app and develop your own Voice Service for
Customer Support, Claim management, E-Commerce or FAQs With the gigaaa Plug-in can anyone
make their website or mobile app intelligent.“ - said Dragan Alexander Stevanovic, the CEO of gigaaa.
gigaaa AI Personal Assistant is device-independent, thus can be integrated into numerous systems
and devices. A hotel can offer its guests a smart mirror with gigaaa Inside, along with a number of
digital services related to travel, such as sightseeing tips, navigation, nearby restaurants and main
other voice services to enhance their customer experience. Moreover, the entire room can become
smart by allowing guests to take control with simple voice commands to turn off the lights, increase
the temperature or lock the door. Similarly, a TV, a loudspeaker or any other device can be brought
to life with voice. These smart elements will define the future of interior design.

About
gigaaa is a multilingual AI Personal Assistant that enriches people’s lives by making their everyday
tasks simpler. The system represents a new alternative in a market dominated by Google Assistant
and Amazon Alexa, both for enterprises and consumers. gigaaa provides personalized assistance
according to people’s interests, requests and needs. All searches and services are accessible
through voice commands. Currently, gigaaa AI Personal Assistant is available in German, English,
Turkish, Russian, Spanish and Arabic with many more languages coming in the next months.
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